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Why heat matters - Carbon
Example Local Authority
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Why heat matters – Energy demand
Based on energy output, peak gas demand for heat at 300GW is:

TowardsTowards
low carbon
lowheat
carbon heat

5 times greater than the level would be if it were spread evenly over the days and seasons
12 times the summer maximum
Large scale / district
heat pumps
between 5 and 6 times the current Heat
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pumps
London

Heat pumps in London

This is illustrated in figure 5 below which compares GB actual half hour electricity demand in 2010 with a
pumps
in this
generally a capacity of more than 170 kW and a refrigerant
synthesised
halfcategory
hourly heathave
demand.

The heat
charge of more than 50 kg. The main types are summarised in the table below.
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Air source heat
Heat is generated by a large-scale
pumps supplying
air source heat pump system used
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/ individual
pumpsheat pumps
scale / heat
individual
heat to a medium
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temperature DH
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to heat
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System level
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The main types
are summarised
in the tableinbelow.
The main
types are summarised
the table below.
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4th generation DH
Heat is generated by a large-scale
Description Description
network with air
air source heat pump system
source
heat
pumps
potentially
used in conjunction with
Monobloc Monobloc
The whole
heat
pump
isheat
located
Small-A1
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whole
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andinsecondary
heat
other
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a small packaged
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externally
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in each
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Figure 5 Heat and electricity demand comparison41
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Small-A1

20-50% https://spiral.imperial.ac.uk/bitstream/10044/1/25503/1/Sansom-R-2015-PhD-Thesis.pdf
CO2 saving
75-100% CO2 saving
41

Building level

AIR SOURCE
Small-A2 Small-A2
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Tube
Variation of the systems above with
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Split systemsSplit systems The heat
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Business as usual
Transformation
for peak & back-up
PLUS
Meeting peak demand
New kit for baseload
Meeting fluctuations
GROUND
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Will heating still matter with climate change?
Current excess mortality
(Public Health England & ONS)

2,000

900

24,000

England 2003, 2006

England, 2018

England & Wales, incl. flu

Projected excess mortality
(UCL for CCC)

Present

Projected – CC

Cold-related mortality

Projected – CC & pop growth

Heat-related mortality

Can retrofit deliver?
Ventilation, mould
Thermal bridging
Overheating
Insulation – deterioration, insects
“Rebound effect”

Lessons sharing
Whole-house approach
Multiple facets:
• Bills & fuel poverty
• Comfort & health effects of cold homes

Whole-house approach:
Heat & air & moisture: fabric, ventilation, heating systems
Occupant comfort
BSI PAS 2030:2019 and 2035:2019
Approach may be incremental, but:
• Doing well, and once, what is done now
• Avoiding “lock-ins”: allowing future steps

Fabric performance – Triggers & Co-benefits

My Victorian end-terrace house on similarly cold nights,
before & after secondary sash windows.
Works triggered by noise as well as energy concerns.
The door is next to change ! Needs planning

Close links to noise & thermal comfort

High performance windows: surface temperatures are
comfortable enough to sit beside © Tanner

Airtightness & Quality

Airtightness testing: blower door test; smoke pen to locate leaks © Enhabit

On-site tests for high performance fabric >> Benefits in overall build quality

Is it possible?
Existing “deep retrofit” approaches

EnerPHit

Bespoke, adaptable
A lot of work

More standardised, faster, several at once
Not suited everywhere e.g. heritage

Why we can’t rely on regulations alone

Building Regulations
3 issues

Targets
&
Requirements

Delivery

Enforcement
&
Verification at
completion & in-use

Building Regulations
3 issues
• Minimum performance of new elements
• Backstop values for existing elements
… & what it does not look at
• “Consequential improvements”

≠
Targets
&
Requirements

Loopholes
Whole house approach

Polls

1 – Do you know your home’s EPC (Energy Performance Certificate) ?
2 – What does it relate to:
a) Energy consumption
b) Carbon
c) Energy costs
d) Something else
e) I’m not sure

EPCs
“the EPC rating”
Actually costs

Evidence it’s not working?

What about the new grants?
£2bn Green Homes Grant scheme
i.e. part of Manifesto £6.3bn

up to £5,000 in vouchers

(Home upgrade grant scheme
+ social housing decarbonisation scheme)

? Details tbc

£15-50,000 per deep retrofit per home
£6.3bn = 126-420,000 homes
vs
2 million households in fuel poverty
29 million homes

“Vouchers” = individual measures ?

ü …. For a low-carbon retrofit plan!
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